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An unmatched range of products

It's difficult to describe our range of products which has more than 5,000

references. We describe below one of our "smallest" products and the

"biggest" one. This illustrates quite well the variety of systems we produce

and sell. Keep in mind that you can always visit our online catalogue

published in many languages.

Pascal Cambournac - International Sales Director

 : pascal.cambournac [at] pok-fire.com  : + 33 (0) 6 26 42 79 55

The Powerfull Bronze DN200

After many months of development and trials, our Bronze DN200 remote

controlled monitor is ready to be shipped to a South East Asian customer.

This monitor is ABS certified and has an amazing flowrate of 20.000 lpm. It is

perfectly adapted to be used on a boat or in a harbour. It is designed to meet

very adverse weather conditions (sea water, salted fog, etc.).

https://www.pok-fire.com/media/catalogues/epaper/CAT_01181_Catalogue%20POK_Complete_EN/
mailto:pascal.cambournac@pok-fire.com


Technical datasheet

The POK hose-puller

This system is unique. It is extremely useful for all the firefighters which are

carrying heavy hoses. It's very light and makes it possible to manipulate all

type of hoses in a very easy way. All firefighters are very pleased with this

POK product. There are four types of products fitted for hoses with an outside

diameter from 1"3/4 to 3".

Technical datasheet

POK In France

POK has recently equipped new firefighting trucks from the Montpellier fire

brigade with stainless steel remote controlled monitors. They can reach a fire

45 meters away and have a 1000 lpm flowrate. They are user-friendly and

perfectly meet the firefighters needs. POK will soon equip new fire fighting

trucks.

http://newsletter.pok.fr/Novembre 2019/MOP_LME_01408_EN.pdf
http://newsletter.pok.fr/Novembre 2019/MOP_LME_01408_EN.pdf
http://newsletter.pok.fr/Novembre 2019/FTE_ACC_01589_EN.pdf
http://newsletter.pok.fr/Novembre 2019/FTE_ACC_01589_EN.pdf


Jupiter in action:

Our latest generation Jupiter robotic monitor was recently introduced to the

Swiss market. On August 2019, we were presenting this new firefighting

system to the local firefighting authorities. Needless to say that Jupiter is

becoming the "must" to fight the fire in a very safe way. This makes it

possible for the firefighters to remain efficient, while being away from the

danger. You can see it below in action in a very narrow corridor.

POK recruits. Joint-us !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHoUaLDL2K8&t=16s
https://www.pok-fire.com/media/flyers/pdf/PLA_01169_Flyer%20FR-EN_Jupiter_Jupiter.pdf
http://www.pok.fr/recrutements/
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http://www.pok.fr/
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